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The S. N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences fosters, encourages and promotes the growth of advanced studies and original research in basic sciences. It enjoys a 15 acre lush green campus which is 30 minutes drive from Kolkata Airport, and suitably connected to various parts of the city. The available facilities for organizing scientific and academic activities at the Centre include three lecture halls, smaller meeting and discussion rooms with adequate audio-visual aids, state-of-the-art computing facilities, and wifi coverage, as well as a modern and fully furnished guest house with an operational canteen located on the campus.

One of the important mandates of the Centre is to have a vigorous Programme that would enhance the scientific activities and expand the science base in the country in the chosen areas:

(a) Conferences, Workshops and Extension Programme (CWEP)

Proposals are invited from scientists of recognized institutions and universities for organizing discussion meetings, conferences, workshops and advanced schools in areas related with activities of the Centre. For more details and to fill in the on-line application form, please refer to our website at http://www.bose.res.in/~cwep.evlp/. To post your queries, contact cwep.evlp@bose.res.in.

(b) Visitor, Associates and Students Programme (VASP)

VASP is a dedicated programme for collaborative research with the academic members of the Centre. Prospective candidates are invited/nominated/selected as Distinguished Visitor/Honorary Professor/Senior Associate/Associate/Distinguished Lecturer/Student Associate/Summer Project student depending on their qualifications, experience and present status. For more details and to fill in the on-line application form, please refer to our website at http://www.bose.res.in/~vasp.evlp/. To post your queries, contact vasp.evlp@bose.res.in.